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PGCE Secondary Science

Lesson title

Lesson 1: The nature of light

NC / syllabus ref Science KS4, 7c “radiations,
including ionising radiations, can
transfer energy”

Learning Objectives
‘We are learning to…’
1.
Describe light as a wave which transfers
energy from one place to another
2.
Understand the meaning of the words
opaque, translucent and transparent
3.
Explain how we see coloured objects
4.
State that light travels in a straight line

Possible assessment strategies (tick)
Rich questioning 
Rich activity
Observation 
Feedback

Self/peer assessment 
Negotiated targets

Resources Required
Prism
Raybox
A4 paper
Barrier, e.g. a book
Mini-whiteboards
Pens
Wipes
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Science Lesson Outline

Time

Pupil activity
Describe the activity, including the groupings. This may be in note
form but should be in sufficient detail to enable a competent
practitioner to teach

Teaching and learning
Resources needed
Include teaching and learning
styles/scripted
differentiated
questions/opportunities for assessing
the learning during the activity,
during mini plenaries etc

5 min

To start this new topic, ask open questions about light.

Assessment of what pupils already
know about light.
What is light?
What do you know about light?
What is colour?

5 mins

Explain that light is a transfer of energy using electromagnetic
waves.
Demonstrate what happens when you shine light through a prism.
Talk about how shadows are created; show some examples on the
wall using a bright light bulb. Ask the students how we can make
the shadows sharper or more blurred (they probably know this from
experience).
Ask students to explain why.
Introduce the words opaque, translucent and transparent.
In groups of 3-4, get students to write as many examples of opaque,
translucent and transparent materials/objects as possible. After 5
minutes, ask each group to read out their answers.
Show a diagram of how a raybox works. Explain that the light
emitted from a light bulb travels in all directions so if we put it in a

10 mins

5 mins
10 mins

5 min

2

Prism
Raybox

10 min

10 min

box with a slit we only get the parts of the beam that travel in that
direction. This is how a ray is created.
Demonstrate the use of a raybox on a sheet of paper. Can see that
light travels in a straight line. Put an opaque barrier in the way 
light ray stops.
“Who wants to be a millionaire” quiz on light. Use miniwhiteboards for answers. The letter that most students choose is the
answer selected.
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Raybox
A4 paper
Barrier, e.g. a book
Mini-whiteboards
Pens
Wipes

PGCE Secondary Science

Lesson 2: Reflection

Lesson title

NC / syllabus ref

Science KS4:
How Science works
2c “work accurately and
safely, individually and with
others, when collecting
first-hand data”
3b “use both qualitative and
quantitative approaches”

Learning Objectives
‘We are learning to…’
1.
Know how light is reflected
2.
Understand how we use reflection in
everyday life

Possible assessment strategies (tick)
Rich questioning 
Rich activity
Observation 
Feedback

Self/peer assessment
Negotiated targets

Resources Required
Rayboxes (10)
Mirrors (20)
Sheets of A4 paper
Blutack to stick mirrors to paper and
paper to desk
Rulers
Protractors
Periscope worksheet

4

Science Lesson Outline

Time

Pupil activity
Describe the activity, including the groupings. This may be in
note form but should be in sufficient detail to enable a
competent practitioner to teach

10 min

Introduce reflection.
Ask students if they can think of any uses of reflection in real
life. (mirrors, periscopes etc)
Talk about how police cars and ambulances have backwards
writing on them.
Using a raybox and a mirror standing on a sheet of paper and Practical work.
working in groups of 3, students shine a ray of light onto the Light ray tracing
mirror and trace (using a ruler) the incident and reflected rays,
as well as the plane of the mirror on the paper.

10 min

5 min

10 min
5 min
10 min

10 min

Teaching and learning
Resources needed
Include teaching and learning styles/scripted
differentiated questions/opportunities for assessing
the learning during the activity, during mini
plenaries etc

Draw a line to show the normal to the mirror plane (using a Making accurate drawings, using a protractor.
protractor). Measure the angles between the normal and the
two rays drawn on the paper.
Give each group another mirror and ask them to align them to
get a (horizontal) periscope.
Students to put equipment back on shelves.
Give each student a copy of the periscope worksheet and ask
them to draw the light ray from the rabbit to the fox.
What have we learnt today? Get students to work out what the
learning objectives were and ask them to show thumbs up if
they feel confident that they have achieved each learning
objective.

5

Rayboxes
Mirrors
Sheets of A4 paper
Blutack
Rulers
Protractors

Periscope worksheet

(Source: http://www.tes.co.uk/teaching-resource/Periscopes-3008299/)

Periscopes
Complete the diagram to show how the fox can see the rabbit.

Remember
the rules!!!

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Light travels in straight lines
Use a ruler and pencil
Reflect from the surface of the mirror
Angle of reflection = angle of incidence
Arrows
The ray must start at the object and enter the eye

(Source: http://www.tes.co.uk/teaching-resource/Periscopes-3008299/)
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PGCE Secondary Science
Trainee
School

Victor Hui
SCT4

Lesson title and context
(prior learning)

Snell's law: the law of refraction
(The law of reflection)

Date
Class Size
Topic

3rd of 6 lessons
30
Propagation of light

Period/Time
Year/Class
Room

Ability

Mixed

NC
/
syllabus ref

Learning Objectives
‘We are learning to…’
1. Know that light travels slower in
dense media than in air.
2. Know that the term refraction
describes the phenomena of light
that deviates from its direction of
propagation when entering another
medium.

9

Learning Outcomes
‘What I am looking for….’
(Match to learning objectives)
1. That explains the apparent depth of
a swimming pool when observed from
above.
2. Be able make the distinction between the
phenomena of reflection and reflection.

5

3. Know that refraction Snell's law:
where is the refractive index of the
material

3. To know that Snell's law can be verified
experimentally.

5

Possible assessment strategies (tick)
Rich questioning √
Rich activity √
Observation √
Feedback √

Self/peer assessment √
Negotiated targets

Differentiation
(activities
and/or
teaching style)
SUPPORT LEARNERS
CHALLENGE LEARNERS
To perform two experiments of
To understand mathematical meaning of
refraction: light incident into perplex and the sine function.
glass blocks.

{
{
{
{
{
{

Resources Required
Light boxes
Perplex blocks
Glass blocks
Protractors
Rulers.
Calculators.

Risk Assessment – action points to be
incorporated into the lesson activities
(tick to ensure completion)
Risk

Use of IT

Precaution / Action

5

The light boxes could get very hot

Verbal precaution

Deployment of support staff e.g.
teaching assistant; technician etc.
Staff
Task
Technician
Allocation of equipments
Homework Task
Finish the write up of the experiment.

Deadline
Bring the work to the
next lesson.

5

Science Lesson Outline
Time
/min

00:00
00:05

Pupil activity
Describe the activity, including the
groupings. This may be in note form but
should be in sufficient detail to enable a
competent practitioner to teach
Observe illustrations and photographs that
depict the phenomena of refraction and
determine which normally occur and never
occur.

Teaching and learning
Resources needed
Include teaching and learning styles/scripted differentiated
questions/opportunities for assessing the learning during the
activity, during mini plenaries etc
Starter:
{
I will show 10 illustrations and photographs, write down
which pictures depicts a commonly occurred phenomenon.
{
Q: Where would you have seen the phenomenon.
{
Q: Why do some illustrations show a kink of a straight
object if half of which is embed in another medium?

5

10 illustrations and
photographs show
a straw in a glass
of water, picture
underneath a block of
glass, fish tanks, etc.

00:
0500:15

{
{

00:15
00:25

{
{

00:25
00:55

Practical:
{
Work in pairs.
{
Trace the ray of incidence and
refraction of light through a block of
perplex or glass and verify Snell's law.
{
Take the reading of the angles and
plot the graph.

Work in pairs
discuss with each other a way to
complete a ray tracing diagram on a work
sheet that would explain the apparent
depth of a swimming pool.

Response to questions.
Use the ray-tracing diagram
worksheet to find out the speed of light in
the water of the swimming pool.
{
Write Snell's law down in
notebooks.

(Assessment) walked around the classroom to join in the
discussions.
{
Pay attention to good explanations and misconceptions.
{
Select representative explanation and misconception and
ask the pupil originators to explain their reasoning to the whole
class.
{
Q: Imagine walking from one patch of land into another
one but keeping the same pace (number of steps per allocated
time).
{
Q: How to adjust the steps of the walk such that the
walking path is deviated from its course the way the ray-tracing
diagram shown?
{
Q: In order to explain the apparent depth, we conclude
that light enter water must deviate from its direction of
propagation.
{
Q: Use ray-tracing diagram, surely there is way to find
out the speed of light in the water of the swimming pool. How?
(waiting time a minute or two)
{
Formally introduce Snell's law: display Snell's law and
definitions over the projector.
{
Brief explanation of the sine function and demonstrate the
operation using a calculator.
{
Quick demonstrate the experiment.
{
Q: What are the dependent, independent and controlled
parameters of the experiment.
{
(Assessment) walk around the classroom and assess the
progress of the experiments and the result calculation.
{
Make sure the pupils are aware that the refractive index is
different for different materials.
{

5

Display the apparent
depth illustration but
leave out the ray-tracing
part of it for the pupils
to complete.

Light boxes.
Perplex and
glass blocks.
{
Protractors.
{
Rulers.
{
Graph paper.
{
Calculators.
{
{

00:55
00:60

Practical:
{
Watch my demonstration.
{
Work in groups of 6 (formed from
3 working pairs)
{
Replicate my demonstration.

Plenary:
{
Move over to one group.
{
Demonstrate using the corner sections of perplex or glass
blocks to change the direction of light propagation.
{
The ability to change the direction of propagation found
many practical applications. Lenses in different shape can
converge and diverge the beams of the light.
{
Use three blocks to converge and diverge three beams of
light.

5

PGCE Secondary Science
Trainee
School

Victor Hui
SCT4

Lesson title and context
(prior learning)

Internal reflection.
(Snell's law: the law of refraction)

Date
Class Size
Topic

4th of 6 lessons
30
Propagation of light

Period/Time
Year/Class
Room

Ability

Mixed

NC
/
syllabus ref

Learning Objectives
‘We are learning to…’
1. Know that the path of a ray is
reversible.
2. Know that there exists a critical
incident angle beyond which a beam of
light incident from a dense medium to a
less dense medium will not emerge but
totally and internally reflected.

9

Learning Outcomes
‘What I am looking for….’
(Match to learning objectives)
1. The phenomenon can be demonstrated
using a prism.
2. That the image of reflection can be seen
on the interface of the water and air from
inside the water.

5

3. Know that the critical angle for total
internal reflection can be derived from
Snell's law

3. Be able to use the formula to calculate
the critical angles for totally internal
reflection for different materials.

5

Possible assessment strategies (tick)
Rich questioning√
Rich activity√
Observation √
Feedback √

Self/peer assessment √
Negotiated targets

Differentiation
(activities
and/or
teaching style)
SUPPORT LEARNERS
CHALLENGE LEARNERS
To perform two experiments of
To understand mathematical meaning of
refraction: light incident into perplex and the sine function.
glass blocks.

{
{
{

Resources Required
Light boxes
glass blocks.
Semi circular perplex and glass

{
{
{

Protractors
Rulers.
Calculators.

prisms.

Use of IT

Risk Assessment – action points to be
incorporated into the lesson activities
(tick to ensure completion)

5

Risk
The light boxes could get very hot

Precaution / Action
Verbal precaution

Deployment of support staff e.g.
teaching assistant; technician etc.
Staff
Task
Technician
Allocation of equipments
Homework Task

Deadline

5

Science Lesson Outline
Time
/min

00:00
00:05

Pupil activity
Describe the activity, including the
groupings. This may be in note form but
should be in sufficient detail to enable a
competent practitioner to teach
Peer-assess the written work of the
experiment done in the last sentence.

Teaching and learning
Resources needed
Include teaching and learning styles/scripted differentiated
questions/opportunities for assessing the learning during the
activity, during mini plenaries etc
Explain the assessment criteria

5

00:
0500:15

{
{

00:15
00:20

Writing down the definition and method
into the notebooks.

Class discussion.
Write down the explanations of the
observations.

Starter: examining the observations of the experiments did in
the last lesson (law of refraction).
{
Q: Is there any refraction if the ray is incident normally
into the block?
{
Yes, but the angle of refraction is zero.
{
Q: What do you notice to the beam of light incident and
emerged from the block?
{
Demonstrate using a pupil's report that the rays are
parallel. Rotate the ray-tracing diagram half a circle, the ray
diagram is indistinguishable. Conclude that the path of the light
beam is reversible.
{
Q: What do you notice about the graphs you plotted for
last lesson's experiments?
{
Q: What happens when the angle of incident becomes
90o?
{
Q: Since the path of the light ray is reversible, imagine
what happens to a beam of light incident from inside the glass
block?
{
It implies a beam of light if incident at certain critical from
the inside of the glass block, it cannot come out.
{
Q: How can we send a beam of light into a glass block
such that it will incident into the air at the other side of block
will be greater than the critical angle.
{
Sending a ray into a semi-circular prism. The beam will
always be normally incident, therefore the angle of refraction is
zero.
Formally introduce the definition and method of calculation of the Display the definition
critical angle for total internal reflection.
and method.

5

00:20
00:50

00:50
00:60

Practical:
{
Work in pairs.
{
Trace the ray of incidence and
refraction of light through a perplex or
glass semi-circular prisms.
{
Take the reading of the angles and
plot the graph.
{
Verify Snell's law.
{
Estimate the critical angle for total
internal reflection using the graph.
{
Compare the refractive index with
the one obtained in the last lesson.
{
Compare the estimate with the
calculation using Snell's law.
{
Pupils will have time to write up
the experiment report.
Practical:
{
Watch my demonstration.
{
Work in groups of 6 (formed from
3 working pairs)
{
Replicate my demonstration.

Quick demonstrate the experiment.
Q: What are the dependent, independent and controlled
parameters of the experiment.
{
(Assessment) walk around the classroom and assess the
progress of the experiments and the result calculation.
{
{

Plenary:
{
Demonstrate that the semi-circular glass prism can be used
as reflector.
{
Q: What are differences and similarities of prism
reflectors and mirror?
{
Energy loss in prism reflectors can be lower than metal
coated glass mirror. A prism reflector is made from one material
only.

5

Light boxes.
Perplex and
glass semi-circular
prisms.
{
Protractors.
{
Rulers.
{
Graph paper.
{
Calculators.
{
{

Lesson Plan
Topic
Optics – Refraction – Critical Angle and Total Internal Reflection
5th Lesson of 6. In this lesson we extend our investigation into critical angles

National Curriculum References
How science works
1.1a - how scientific data can be collected and analysed
1.2a - plan to test a scientific idea, answer a scientific question, or solve a scientific
problem

Pupil Learning Targets
Understand how critical angles and total internal reflection appear.
Notice that internal reflection effects build up gradually

Resources:
Equipment required per experiment:
1 semicircular prism
1 laser/beam box
1 protractor
Graph paper

Risk Assessment
Ensure pupils are aware not to shine lights towards anyone’s eyes.
Pupils must take care not to risk dropping or damaging the prisms.

Homework
Research real-life uses of fibre optics and prisms for poster session during following
lesson

Lesson Outline
Time

Pupil activity

10 min WHOLE CLASS
Recap previous refraction
lessons.
Pupils suggest potential
variables in a refraction
experiment.

Teaching and learning

Resources
needed

Lead whole class discussion.
[ASSESSMENT]

none

Assuming that varying the
angle is suggested, discuss the
apparatus, controls, etc that will
be required to investigate this.
- Measure effect from air to
glass or vice-versa?
- Reason for using semicircular
prism.
10 min GROUPS OF 4
Set up apparatus.

Demonstrate
set-up
of + Prism
apparatus,
including + Light
procedure for recording data.
source
+ Protractor

20 min GROUPS OF 4
Beginning at an angle of
incidence of 90º, take readings
at 10º intervals until an angle of
10º.
Record data.

Supervise practical, ensure Table for
all pupils are participating, recording
and that there are no results
systematic errors in any of the
experiments.
[ASSESSMENT]

10 min GROUPS OF 4
Plot graph, analyse results

Ensure that pupils have Graph paper
finished recording results.
Pupils should notice that past
the critical angle, no more
refraction takes place.

10 min WHOLE CLASS
Summarise findings,
introduce next lesson (real life
applications of optics)

none

Lesson Plan
Topic
Optics – Refraction – Applications of Total Internal Reflection
In the final lesson of the series, pupils produce a poster to summarise the content of the
previous lessons and form a solid basis for an understanding of the applications of optics

National Curriculum References
How science works:
1.3c present information, develop an argument and draw a conclusion, using
scientific, technical and mathematical language, conventions and symbols and
ICT tools.
1.4a -

about the use of contemporary scientific and technological developments and
their benefits, drawbacks and risks

Pupil Learning Targets
Produce a poster explaining the physics and applications of fibre-optics and prisms
Understand the importance of total internal reflection to modern technologies.

Resources
A0 paper (1 sheet per 4 pupils)
Articles detailing uses of fibre-optics in medicine and telecomunications; and uses
of prisms in high-end telescopes and periscopes. [included as Appendix]
Access to computers for research and printing

Lesson Outline
Time

Pupil activity

10 min WHOLE CLASS
Recap previous lessons
Explain task:
“You must produce a poster that
explains how total internal reflection
works, and how it is used in modern
technologies. You may assume an
audience of year 10 pupils.”

Teaching and learning

Reso
urces
needed

Clear up remaining
misconceptions from
previous lesson.

40 min GROUPS OF 4
Use available resources (from
previous
lesson’s
learning,
homework, articles provided to the
class, internet research) to produce
a poster.
It must describe the Physics
principles and discoveries from
previous lessons, in addition to an
overview of the applications.

Teacher circulates around A0 Paper
groups, ensuring that they
are on task.
As the lesson progresses,
the
teacher
will
be
able
to
assess
the
pupils’
participation
and
understanding.

10 min WHOLE CLASS
Topic plenary. Each group is asked
in turn to name one thing they have
learnt during the previous 6 lessons.
Continue until everything has been
covered, or lesson ends.

Opportunity for final learning
combined with summative
assessment.
Pupils summarising what
they have learnt in their
own words is a useful
internalisation strategy.
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future's looking bright and many are enjoying internet access at
the speed of light. Read our informative fibre optic broadband
guide to find out why you should too.
There are several types of broadband out there, with most people getting online
using their landline telephone connection.
Fibre optic cable broadband is the future, so it's time to do away with the
telephone wires which have served us so well over the years in favour of a
much faster, modern alternative.
In the UK, Virgin Media is the largest fibre optic internet service provider,
although BT is catching up with its own fibre optic network being gradually
rolled out to replace the older network.
Fibre optic broadband is better than its main rivals for a number of key reasons,
the most important of which is speed!

How does fibre optic broadband work?
Fibre optic broadband reaches homes and businesses via an extensive network of underground cables rather than
the overhead wires that provide older dial-up and broadband internet connections.
Because the cabling is laid underground is that there is no chance of damage being caused by wind, rain, sleet,
stray tree branches or any other factors that can affect telephone wires and leave you without an internet connection
for hours or days. You can always rely on a fibre optic broadband connection to provide you with unbroken
internet access.

How fast is fibre optic broadband?
Fibre optic broadband is the best choice for anyone who wants the fastest
possible internet connection. Current download speeds available from fibre
optic providers can reach up to 50Mbps and in the future this will be ramped
up to 200Mbps or more as the technology continues to improve.
Rather than electrical signals sent via copper wire, a technology which dates
back to the invention of the telephone, fibre optic networks send digital
information via glass fibre cables. Much faster and far more reliable!
Fibre optic broadband is also more consistent than alternatives and no matter
where you are on the network you'll be able to get online at close to the
advertised speed.
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This is because the fibre optic signal doesn't become weaker over distances. In
other words, whether you live next door to your local telephone exchange or
miles away, you'll probably get the internet at close to the speeds your fibre
optic provider advertises, not at a fraction of the speed, which is a real problem
for people relying on telephone line-based broadband.

How much does fibre optic broadband cost?
Many people will be more concerned with the monthly cost of their broadband connection, rather than the speed
and consistency that it offers. The good news is that fibre optic broadband is competitively priced and will usually
cost the same as or even less than an equivalent connection from a traditional provider.
In most cases this will make the choice easier, because you'll be able to compare two connections on their own
merits rather than just on how much you are going to save by choosing one provider over another. It'll also be
easier for people who value performance above all else to get the kind of broadband connection that they've always
dreamed of. High speed broadband is no longer a high cost service.

Is faster broadband always better?
Talking about fibre optic broadband in relation to its speed and connection consistency is all well and good if you
know what they can be used for, but you may be in the dark as to why any of these features are actually better and
worth having. Getting access to a high speed broadband connection opens up all that the internet has to offer.
Entertainment and information of all kinds are available online, from high definition movies to online gaming,
social networking to voice calls over your internet connection. If you have a sluggish service provider then you'll
only be able to enjoy a fraction of this next generation of content, but with fibre optic broadband there should be
far fewer restrictions.
It also means that you could save hours of your life that you might spend waiting for a website to refresh or a file to
download on a broadband connection that doesn't use fibre optic technology.

Who can get fibre optic broadband?
At the moment there are two major UK firms offering fibre optic broadband.
Virgin Media has the most fibre optic broadband customers because it has the
biggest network, covering over half of all UK households.
BT is the second main provider. However, at the moment it has fibre optic
services available in a fairly small number of locations around the country but
it's investing over a billion pounds in making sure that many more people can
get its fibre optic broadband in the future.
For the moment the people who happen to live in the largest towns and cities
will be getting fibre optic broadband first, because it only makes sense to install
the networks if there is enough demand and the providers can make a profit.
People who live in rural areas are not very high on the list of areas that will get
fibre optic broadband, because it will be expensive to run cables all the way into
the countryside and then only have a small number of additional people connected.
Having said that, there are actually some initiatives around the UK that are
attempting to get fibre optic broadband to isolated communities and there has
already been some success.
If you can get a fibre optic broadband connection in your area now, it's a good to sign up. Fibre optic broadband is
going to become the standard in the coming years. If you can access it now, you'll start enjoying the internet at a
speed you'd never have thought possible.
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How Do Fiber Optics Work?
By April Sanders, eHow Contributor

Light and Glass
Fiber optics is the name for the process by which data is transferred via light pulses, which are sent through thin strands of glass or plastic. These strands of
glass or plastic, also called optical cables, are as thin as a human hair, which means a lot of them can be bound together. It also means they can be
damaged very easily.

Bending Light
Light waves do not "bend" by themselves; they cannot go around a corner without reflecting off of a mirror or other reflective surface. Fiber optics bend lights
by "bouncing" the pulses of light all along their inner walls. This is called total internal reflection. These light pulses, full of data, can travel
(http://www.ehow.com/travel/) quickly over great distances.

Transmitters and Receivers
A transmitter at one end of the fiber optic system sends the data by converting electronic signals into light pulses, which are beamed into the fibers. A
receiver at the other end receives and decodes the pulses, transforming them into electrical signals, which are then sent on to televisions, computers
(http://www.ehow.com/computers/) and other electronic devices. Sometimes, a regenerator is needed to boost the power of the light signal over very long
distances.
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